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About Us

Pine Landscape Center measures materials in yards. We also measure success in yards.

Because we’re a family company who takes pride in our accomplishments, we understand that your outdoor 
project needs are unique to your family/business. We provide a unique selection of materials at a competitive 
price point and our friendly, knowledgeable staff is on board to match services and materials to your project 
with the care we'd give to our own lawns, gardens, and patios.

When you start with Pine Landscape Center, all the right pieces are at hand so you can dig in and accomplish 
your vision. That means more time for bringing people together to relax and make memories in a beautiful, 
comfortable setting. That’s what we want for our families, too. And that’s why Pine Landscape Center’s 
products and services are yards above.
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Affordable & Reliable Delivery

You can trust our rugged flat bed or dump bed 
trailer to deliver what you need, right when and 
where you need it. 

Off-roading is a fun thing to do, but not so much on the job!

The last thing we want to do is leave evidence of our delivery truck’s visit at your 
project site. We do not leave hard surfaces with our delivery trucks. Our forklift 
is the only wheeled vehicle that we can navigate through your job site. If you’re 
unsure what delivery options will work for your site, give us a call and we can talk 
through the logistics of your order.

Pine Landscape Center offers a variety of delivery options to get the bulk products we carry from our 
yard to yours. We can haul several products at once with bullseye bins or a combination of bins, bulk 
bags, and pallets. Need large quantities delivered? We have a solution for that too! Our dump bed trailer 
can drop product at your door so you can dig in and get the job done. Scheduling a delivery is just a 
phone call away!
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Navigating The Yard
Load Up or Pick Up 

When you’re outfitted to pick up materials in your own trusty vehicle, we can lend a hand. Our wheel 
loader can dump whatever product you desire into your truck or trailer. Need smaller quantities? Bring 
a shovel, or borrow one of ours... fill your buckets or try out one of our tote bags. Hand-picking can be 
half the fun!

PICKING UP WEIGHTED PRODUCTS

Any type of product other than mulch, sod, compost, or manufactured block requires  

a bit of legwork.  Here’s how to get it done:

- - -
Stop on the scale in front of our office so we can weigh your vehicle.

- - -
Tell us what you are planning to purchase, either via the scale’s speaker system, 

or by pulling off the scale and coming inside.

- - -
Drive over to the supply yard and have our loader operator get you outfitted 

with what you need.

- - -
Return to the scale for a final weight; then pull off the scale and 

come inside to complete your purchase!
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Boulders

Rustic Mossy Mountain

South Dakota Glacier Glacial

Cobalt Black Granite

Colorado River

Need a focus for your landscape? Take a look at the personality these naturally formed 
boulders have and how they will enhance your spaces.

Creek Rock Ashland

Weathered Limestone
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Natural Wall

The use of natural wall adds detail and design, giving a 
home a unique look that sets it apart. Size variations give 
additional character to the product.

Weathered Fieldstone

6” Wall Block 14” Wall Block

Blackhills Rustic Builders Blackhills Rustic Wall EW Gold Random Wall

9” Wall Block

Longhorn Ridge 4” x 6” Chop
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Flagstone

Colorado Red Patio 1” - 1 1/2”

Blue-Brown 1 1/2” & 2 1/2”
Patio & Premium

Lanavac Gray 1 1/2” & 2 1/2”
Patio & Premium

Blackhills Rustic 1 1/2” & 2 1/2”
Patio & Premium

Longhorn Ridge 1 1/2” & 2 1/2”
Patio & Premium

Kansas Flagstone 2” - 3”

Silverdale Sawn

Longhorn Ridge Squares & Recs

Patios and walkways, 
landings and stepping 
stones - your imagination is 
the limit on how flagstone 
can improve your project’s 
look and feel.  

Consider combining large 
premium slabs with smaller 
patio sizes, or selecting two 
or three different flagstone 
varieties and colors to 
maximize the overall effect 
of your project.
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Drystack & Stair Treads

Silverdale 5” x 9” Silverdale 3 1/2” x 8” Cottonwood Tumbled 5” x 9”

Cottonwood Tumbled
3 1/2” x 8”

Are retaining walls needed in your landscape project? The clean lines of dimensional stone, 
available in tumbled or non-tumbled, will build a great retaining wall and can be a little easier 
to work with than natural wall materials.

CottonwoodBlackhills Rustic NaturalBlackhills Rustic Machine Cut

Nothing evokes more strength into a landscape than stone stairs.  A great alternative to 
concrete and one that offers structure, durability, performance, and natural beauty.
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Decorative Gravel

Kansas Pea Gravel Kansas River Rock 1 1/2” Kansas River Rock 2” - 4”

Missouri Rainbow 2”Oklahoma Aztec Pea Gravel

Colorful decorative gravels have many uses, from ground cover and paths to dry creek beds. 
Choose a color you love to accent your landscape and give your beds a facelift.

Missouri Rainbow 1”
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Red Cherokee 1 1/2”

Decorative Gravel

Meramec 1 1/2” Meramec 3”

Sandsage River Rock 1 1/2”

Colorado River Rock 1 1/2” Colorado River Rock 2” x 4” Colorado River Rock 4” x 8”

Need a low maintenance yard? Decorative gravel may be the right choice for you. When 
combined with landscape fabric, it effectively blocks weeds and gives your landscape an 
entirely new look.
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Stone Edging

Cottonwood Tumbled
3 1/2” x 4”

Silverdale 
3 1/2” x 4”

Blackhills Rustic Edging Colorado Red Strip

Stone makes an excellent, long-lasting choice in edging material.  Using stone edging can 
provide that feel of quality and add that natural aesthetic beauty to your landscape.

Longhorn Ridge 
4 x 4 Edging
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Specialty Rock

Mexican Beach PebblesKewanee Creek Flats
1-2” x 4-7”

Kewanee Creek Flats
1-3” x 4-12”

Mini Moss Boulders Carmel Creek Cobbles 1” - 3” Cobalt Black Granite 
Cobbles 2” - 8”

Looking for a unique rock 
to add a special touch to 
your landscape?  From 
water gardens to rock 
walls, think outside the 
box on how specialty rock 
can make your project a 
one-of-a-kind design.
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Construction Gravel

AB3 Pit Fines

3/4” Washed Rock

Clean Fill Sand Masonry Sand

1 1/2” Washed Rock

These basic gravel materials can be used for a variety of applications. From building a 
driveway or laying a base for a patio, to filling up the kid’s sand box, these materials come 
in handy for many different projects.

3” - 6” Ditch Rock
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Manufactured block is a versatile 
product that can be used in any 
type of setting. From wall block and 
pavers, to coping and stair treads, 
any project can be constructed with 
manufactured elements.

We represent a multitude of vendors, 
including but not limited to Belgard, 
Capitol Concrete, Midwest Block, 
and Unilock. We are able to 
supply any product that these 
vendors manufacture.

Manufactured Block
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Manufactured Block

With endless styles, shapes, 
colors, and textures available, 
using manufactured block is 
an exceptional way to extend 
your interior decorating style 
to your outdoor living spaces. 

Whether you desire a more 
contemporary look or some 
old world charm, we supply 
quality products that have 
been created using the latest 
technology.

DRIVEWAYS

Pool Decks

Entrances

RETAINING WALLS

PATIOS

Pillars

Walkways

Courtyards

Coping
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1-800-UNILOCK  |  UNILOCK.COM

https://unilock.com/
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Veneer - Natural Stone
Make enhancements 
and/or updates with 
beautiful natural stone 
veneer.

Apply to the exterior 
of a home to improve 
curb appeal, or use for 
interior applications 
such as accent walls 
and fireplaces. The 
quality and versatility 
of natural stone veneer 
is second to none.

We are a distributor 
of Earthworks natural 
stone products.

http://www.earthworksstone.com/
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Aux Vases 
Dimensional

Aux Vases 
Rubble

Briardale Buff
4-12”

Chocolate Marble
Natural Bed

Cottonwood 
Dimensional

Country Villa 
Dimensional

Euro Villa
Dimensional

EW Gold
Drystack

EW Gold
Natural Bed

Gabouri
Dimensional

Gabouri 
Drystack

Harvest Mix
3-9”

Harvest Mix
Drystack

Meridian Red Villa
Dimensional

Pewter Mist
Dimensional

Pewter Mist
Ledgestone 2 1/4”

Rustic Cleft
Natural Bed 2-9”

Sandstone Honey
Wheat - Sq/Rec

Sandstone Rustic
Pine Blend

Sandstone
Silver Leaf

Sandstone 
Southwest Ledge

Sandstone Split
Weathered Fieldstone

Tahoe Blend
Drystack

Cobalt Black
Granite Ledgestone

Veneer - Natural Stone
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Veneer - Manufactured

Brick - 
Arkansas

Castlestone

European Castle European Cobble -
Ozark/Arkansas

Fieldstone - 
Cedar Creek

Hackett - 
Natural/Arkansas

Lime Stack Mix - 
Brown/Arkansas

Limestone - 
Ozark/Arkansas

Mountain Rubble - 
Cedar Creek

Stack Stone - 
Granite

QuickFit -
Ozark

Midwest QuickFit - 
Slate

Offering endless possibilities for interior and exterior applications, manufactured stone veneer 
provides a great option for homeowners and builders at an affordable price. We are a distributor 
of Stone Creek Midwest manufactured veneers.
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Outdoor Living
Ready to expand your living outdoors? Let us 
introduce you to a wide variety of options to 
bring your dream space to reality! 

We are dedicated to sourcing products with 
outstanding quality so your project will be 
successful and provide satisfaction for years 
to come.
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Mulch & Topsoil

Cocoa Licorice

Ruby Red Eastern Red Cedar Hardwood

Mulch provides the perfect finishing touch to your landscape, with features that include 
conserving moisture, preventing soil erosion, suppressing weed growth, and controlling soil 
temperature.  Buying bulk provides a cost savings for you! 

Black Gold
rich black pulverized soil

Nature’s Finest 
Compost

food waste compost

Planting Mix
mixture of pulverized topsoil,

compost, & sand

Coffee

Ground Bark Pine Bark (3 cu ft bag)

Sandy Loam
river bottom soil
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Sod & Lawn

SOD.  Fresh cut fescue and bluegrass sod 
rolls are available for pick up as well as 
delivery (must purchase one full pallet or 
more to qualify for delivery).  

Water, mow, and fertilize as needed after 
installation to promote a healthy, green 
carpet of grass that requires very little 
maintenance. 

Small roll size is 2 ft x 4 1/2 ft, which 
equals 9 sq ft (1 sq yd).  One pallet holds 
50 rolls, weighs approximately 1500 
pounds, and covers 450 sq ft.

GRASS SEED

- Tri Star (25 lb bag & 50 lb bag): Tall, thin blade, 
three-way blend of turf type fescue.

- Landscapers Mix (50 lb bag): Turf type fescue 
seed with 30% annual rye.

FERTILIZER
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Steel Edging & Hardscape Accessories

In Stock Steel Edging Items:

- 10’ Stick - 14 Gauge
- Stake
- 2’ Easy Bend Section with Stakes
- 4’ Edging Section with Stakes
- Corner Stake
- End Piece with Stakes
- End Stake
- Splicing Stake
- Tree Ring Section with Stakes
- 25’ Roll, Vinyl Trim Cap

Green

Brown

MANUFACTURED STEEL EDGING. Gain a clean cut, professional appearance. Steel edging is 

easy to install and is practically indestructible.  

HARDSCAPE ACCESSORIES. From adhesives and sands, to edge restraints and spikes, we 
carry a variety of items to help you complete your projects.

In Stock Hardscape Accessory Items:

- SRW Adhesive (10 oz & 29 oz)
- Techniseal Structure Bond Adhesive (24 oz) 
- Techniseal Gun Dispenser
- Gator Dust (50 lb, Stone Grey & Sahara Beige)
- G2 Maxx (50 lb, Grey & Beige)
- Gator Edge 8’ Paver Rail (Flex & Rigid)
- Pave Edge 7’ Paver Rail (Flex & Rigid)
- SRW Series 3 BiDirectional GeoGrid (6 x 150)
- 10” Spikes (sold individually or 50 lb box)
- Versa Lok Pins
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Landscape Accessories
LANDSCAPE FABRIC

In Stock Items:

- 20 Year 3 x 50 Premium Landscape Fabric
- 25 Year Bulk 4 x 250 Premium Landscape Fabric
- 25 Year Bulk 6 x 250 Premium Landscape Fabric 
- Anchor Pins / Sod Pins (20 pack or box of 1000)

EROSION CONTROL 

In Stock Items:

- Silt Soxx (8 inches x 160 feet)
- Silt Soxx (8 inches x 10 feet)
- Straw Blanket, Single Sided (100 sq yds)
- Straw Bales, Small Square
 

For use under landscape beds, gardens, and 
decks, our landscape fabrics are made with 
both woven and non-woven polypropylene 
fabrics which give them the strength of a 
woven with the permittivity of a non-woven.
Needle-punched together with plant lines 
every 12 inches for easy plant alignment.

SiltSoxx™ is the original mesh tube filled with FilterMedia™.  It stops silt and sediment from 
leaving the jobsite.  Straw Blankets are a temporary control product designed to address 
erosion control and stabilization around hills, slopes, banks, and wetlands.
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https://lawrencesignup.com/
https://www.ao.design/
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Why We Exist!

To inspire financial 
hope and free-
dom by revealing 
little-known truths 
about money 
while investing in 
trusting, long-term 
relationships.

Call: 800.953.9926   Text: 785.760.3189

WWW.LIFESUCCESSLEGACY.COM

Take CONTROL of your 
financial future -- TODAY!

We'd be honored to help tell your story.

bajillion.agency

https://bajillion.agency/
https://lifesuccesslegacy.com/


1783 East 1500 Road  Lawrence, Kansas  66044
Phone: 785.843.6949  |  Fax: 785-843-0526
email:  info@pinelandscapecenter.com

website:  http://pinelandscape.com

Useful Estimate Guides

MULCH

Calculate how many square feet of 
coverage you need, then use the 

following chart:

One Cubic Yard will Cover:

 Depth   Approx Sq Ft Coverage

 1” 324
 2” 162
 3” 108

TOPSOIL

Cubic Yards Formula (1 yd = 1.15 ton)

L (ft) x W (ft) x D (ft) / 27 = cubic yards

One Cubic Yard Covers Approx.

108 Square Feet @ 3” Deep
80 Square Feet @ 4” Deep
65 Square Feet @ 5” Deep
54 Square Feet @ 6” Deep

AGGREGATES

L x W x D / 27 

then x conversion factor

1 1/2” Wash = 1.8
AB3 = 1.7

3/4” Wash = 1.6
Sand = 1.35

Pea Gravel = 1.4

SOD

L x W / 9 = yards (rolls)

Roll Size = 2’ x 4’ 6” = 1 sq yard

1 pallet = 50 rolls weighing 1500 lbs

1 pallet covers 50 sq yds or 450 sq ft

© 2019 PLC.  All Rights Reserved.
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